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There’s a trail that runs from the dead heat of the Mississippi Delta, through the winding alleyways of Havana, to the smoky confines of a cigar club
in Edmonton. Kat Danser has spent most of her life trawling the backstreets of the blues and her sixth album, One Eye Open, reflects the fruits of
her explorations. From an old string band melody passed down from the twenties, to a lyric written the night before the Covid pandemic shut the
world down, the past rides shotgun with the present on everything Kat sings and plays. One Eye Open broadens her decades long conversation with
the blues and is a testament to the enduring emotional power and relevance of the art form.
One Eye Open continues Danser’s ongoing collaboration with veteran guitarist and producer Steve Dawson, and features an ensemble of North
America’s finest roots musicians. The core band, comprised of Dawson (guitars), Gary Craig (drums) and Jeremy Holmes (bass) were not able to
record in the same room together, live off of the floor as is their preference, but – as a concession to the times we are living through – had to
assemble the album remotely. Yet, even with Kat recording her vocals in Edmonton, and other musicians located around the continent while Dawson
directed traffic from his studio in Nashville, the results are as organic, intuitive and in the moment as anything these veterans have ever recorded.
Extensive travel, study and immersion in Cuban culture have left their mark on the songs on One Eye Open. The full horn section featured on six of
the album’s ten tracks reflects her passion for Afro Cuban jazz and the place where it intersects with traditional New Orleans music. The section,
comprised of Dominic Conway, Jeremy Cook and Malcolm Aiken was produced in real time from Nashville while the players stood 15 feet apart
from each other in Vancouver as Kat watched the whole session on Zoom from her home in Edmonton.
From the road house swagger of “Train Wreck” to the deep, slow blues of “Lonely and The Dragon”, to reflective, soulful tunes like the Patsy Cline
inspired “Please Don’t Cry”, every track of One Eye Open offers a window into blues history and geography. The topical “End of Days” with its
confident, Etta James infused vocals was - along with most of the other songs on the album - written in the sanctuary of her favourite cigar shop.
Danser explains, ‘I wrote it on the night where Covid really hit home, so it naturally reflects all of the fear, panic and judgment that has marked our
lives since.’
In addition to Kat’s original songs, One Eye Open features two carefully chosen covers that set the context for her own take on the blues. “Bring It
With You When You Come” is a song from the 1920’s by Gus Cannon. The upbeat arrangement, swinging vocals and rollicking keyboards - provided
by Kevin McKendree of Brian Setzer and Delbert McClinton’s bands- make it one of the album’s most crucial tracks. Similarly, her soulful take of
Jessie May Hemphill’s “Get Right Church” is incendiary and truly a song Kat was born to sing. “One Eye Closed” is a punk number that wouldn’t
sound out of place on a Stiff Little Fingers record, reminding us of how fluid and resilient the blues can be. Brash and uncompromising, it is one of
One Eye Open’s many highlights.
When asked about the ongoing appeal of blues music, Kat Danser offers, ‘the blues gives us a place to bring all of our hope and sorrow.’ Raucous
and introspective, cautious and hopeful, One Eye Open is the perfect soundtrack for an unforgettable year.
For more information visit: www.blackhenmusic.com
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